Abstract
Introduction
Tracking an articulated object like a human body with many degrees of freedom is an active research area in the vision community. A large body of research on human pose tracking and estimation suitable to different application areas is found in the literature [8] . The model-based generative method to tracking humans [10, 4, 12, 2, 9, 13, 5] is a critical method with applications in animation, sports and medical motion analysis. Relying on a kinematic model to support the tracked hypothesis, it remains one of the most accurate ways to track a human. However the accuracy comes with a significant computational overhead.
Model based generative methods model a human by a kinematic tree controlled by a fixed set of parameters. The imaging process is modeled by a projection operation and pose estimation is formulated as a state estimation problem that aims to minimize the disparity between the actual observation and the generated image as a function of the parameters of the kinematic model. Every evaluation of the disparity function incurs a significant computational overhead which can be considered to be of the order of the resolution and the number of cameras used for tracking.
Existing literature on the method either approach the problem as that of Bayesian filtering or as an optimization problem. Bayesian methods either resort to local optimization [2, 12] to recover and track the modes or choose a nonparametric method like particle filtering [10] . In practice, however, both these methods need a significant number of evaluations of the disparity function, resulting in a high computational overhead.
Alternate approaches [5, 9, 4] formulate the problem as a search for the global mode of the likelihood. This line of techniques originate from the Annealed Particle Filter (APF) [4] . APF is a generic procedure applicable to several types of input data including silhouettes from video streams and 3D reconstructions of human. Moreover it does not rely on learned prior dynamics [11] , hence it remains an attractive algorithm and is largely considered to be the state-ofthe-art in model-based human pose tracking.
APF reveals that annealing can be a powerful tool when applied to high dimensional multi-modal problems. However, we observe that the full potential of annealing is not realized by the APF. Since the cost of each likelihood evaluation is very high, there is a need to extract as much information as possible from each sample. Our procedure, which we refer to as parametric annealing (PA), is aimed at reducing the total number of samples by reusing samples across annealing layers and by using an adaptive parametric density to generate new samples. Our experiments show that it is capable of tracking more accurately with less than 50% of the number of samples required by APF. In this paper, we study various properties of our method including how it scales with the number of modes and dimensions, and also examine its sensitivity to parameter settings.
Background
In this section we review the background of APF to motivate the need for our method and to enable the exposition of it.
Particle filtering [6] is a well-known technique in computer vision for tracking. It propagates the uncertainty about the tracked object non parametrically using a set of weighted samples. Let x t and z t be random variables corresponding to the state of the object and observation at time t. Let ψ be the set of N samples x i and their corresponding normalized weights π i that represent the distribution of x t . The notation z t:1 is used to indicate the set of observations till time t. Formally
Applying the first order Markov and the sensor assumptions [6] one can obtain the posterior at time t + 1 by multiplying the likelihood with the prior, where the prior is obtained by convolving posterior from time t with the motion prior. Assuming the motion prior p(x t+1 |x t ) to be a combination of a function f (x t ) and Gaussian uncertainty of covariance Σ, results in a prior density shown below
Particle filters use the prior density as a proposal density for importance sampling from the likelihood. Multiplying the likelihood by the prior provides the posterior at time t + 1. This results in a four step procedure for tracking i.e. resample, drift, diffuse and evaluate [6] . The first three steps can be shown to generate samples from the prior density (2) , and the last step can be shown to perform importance sampling and the necessary multiplication to obtain the posterior. The algorithm hinges on the critical assumption that the prior density has a good overlap with the likelihood for the importance sampling to be effective. Annealing has the effect of transforming any distribution from a uniform distribution to a delta function in the global maximum as the temperature is changed from ∞ to 0. APF [4] incorporates annealing into particle filtering by exploiting the fact that a distribution at a higher temperature effectively has a wider support, and hence could be used as a proposal distribution for importance sampling from the same distribution at a lower temperature. Hence in a single iteration (that corresponds to a time interval t), it performs several particle filtering steps referred to as layers. It assumes f (x t ) to be x t in successive layers (since the distribution is not translated by annealing) and the variance to be gradually decreasing by a fraction α m (where m is the annealing layer and α < 1) to account for the narrow and peaked objective that results from annealing. Annealing is performed by a simple schedule by controlling the number of unique resampled particles to be approximately half of that which exist in the previous layer. Consequently, at the The subfigures a, b and c correspond to the configuration that discards samples, the one that retains them and the one that retains along with a deep annealing schedule. It can be observed that reusing makes the search less effective (b), which is overcome by augmenting it with a deep annealing schedule (c).
end of a fixed number of layers, the set of samples that represented a multimodal density in the start represent a delta distribution in the end. Hence the expected state of the set of samples approximates the global maximum with high accuracy. The high level steps in APF are as follows.
. . , N } are obtained by sampling from N (x t ; Σ), wherex t is the estimate of the state in last iteration.
2. The likelihood y i is evaluated at sample x i .
3. A suitable annealing temperature T m that ensures only 50% samples will survive resampling is estimated.
4. Normalized sample weights are obtained.
, where β m = 1 /Tm 5. N new samples are generated by sampling (resample and diffuse) from
6. Repeat from step 2 for a fixed number of layers.
7. The global maximum is estimated as the expected state of the weighted samples.
Studies done on human pose tracking show that APF is capable of tracking with 1000 [11] samples in comparison to 10,000 samples that are required by particle filters [10] .
Motivation
The APF algorithm generates N new samples in each layer. However, samples from previous layers are discarded. Since the evaluation of likelihood incurs a significant overhead, one would want to retain the relevant samples from previous layers. The most natural way to do this would be to simply retain the samples x i along with the corresponding likelihoods y i , and raise them to a new annealing temperature T m for the layer before normalization. However, this does not work well in practice.
To demonstrate the effect of simply reusing samples, we conducted an experiment. We considered the log likelihood T x, where x ∈ R 30 . To verify how well APF searches through the state space we started from a fixed state and searched for the optimum. We compared two configurations of APF: the original configuration that discards samples, and a second configuration which retains them by raising the likelihood to the appropriate β m for the layer before normalization. To measure how effectively the methods locate the optimum, we obtained the distribution of the L2 norm of the state estimated by APF. The histograms of the L2 norm are shown in Figure 1a & 1b. It can be observed that when samples are discarded, the state estimate is closer to the true optimum.
The test demonstrates the problems with retaining samples. The critical insight, however, is that the problems with reusing samples are more than overcome by choosing a "deep" annealing schedule that consistently reduces the annealing temperature, rather than a simple schedule which ensures 50% samples survive resampling. The improvement is shown in the histogram in Figure 1c which augments retaining samples with our proposed deep annealing schedule. The result can be best explained by analyzing another simple example. Figure 2a shows a 1D Gaussian density in blue. A set of weighted samples were obtained by diffusing samples around x = 3. The samples are shown in red and the kernel density approximated by the samples using a Gaussian kernel is shown in green. If the samples were to be re-sampled and diffused with the same Gaussian kernel, it is equivalent to generating samples from the density shown in green. Figure 2b shows the effect of annealing on the kernel density. It can be observed that annealing effectively shifts the kernel density mass towards regions that improve the search objective. Consequently, when enabled with a suitable annealing schedule, new samples are generated in areas of the state-space that improve the objective. Expressed differently, a good annealing schedule ensures that the worthless samples which end up in areas of the state-space with poor objective don't adversely impact the search process by quickly driving their normalized weights to zero in successive layers.
In addition, one would expect to have a slow annealing schedule when tracking articulated objects since their likelihoods are multimodal and fast annealing is known to converge to local optima. APF can be interpreted as generating new samples from a kernel density with a Gaussian kernel of gradually reducing noise covariance. It is well-known that the kernel density approximated by a set of samples is highly sensitive to the type of kernel. Therefore such a fixed diffusion schedule is very sensitive to the parameters, more so when the annealing is slow and longer. This is evident from the two-fold reduction [3] in the number of samples needed to track when using an adaptive kernel. We take the idea of adaptive diffusion density a step further, and use an intermediate parametric form which is inferred from the set of samples to act as a substitute for the kernel density i.e. instead of resample and diffuse with a kernel, new samples are generated from a parametric model. The motivation is that, with an intermediate parametric form, the density would adapt even better.
Inferring an intermediate parametric form has an added advantage when the set of samples in the last layer of annealing still represent a multimodal density. Such a scenario can be observed in Figure 3 , it shows a set of samples in the last layer of annealing in red. A parametric density inferred from the set of samples is shown in green. The parametric density shows that the samples represent a multimodal density. It can be observed that the expected state of such a sample set deviates from the global maximum, and a better estimate is obtained from the parametric form. These considerations motivate the need for an improved procedure, which we refer to as parametric annealing. We describe our method in detail in the next section.
Parametric Annealing
Let P (x) (x ∈ R d ) be a general multi-modal distribution, and let ψ be the set of N weighted samples (x i , π i ) that represent P (x). Formally,
Let q(x; θ) be a Mixture of Gaussians (MoG), parametrized by θ that approximates p(x; ψ). We estimate the parameters of q(x; θ) using Expectation Maximization (EM) adapted to include the sample weights π i . Formally,
With this terminology, the high level steps done in each iteration of our algorithm are now described. Subsequently, the steps are compared to the APF, and the differences are highlighted.
1. N 0 samples x i , i ∈ {1, . . . , N 0 } are obtained by sampling from N (x t ; Σ), wherex t is the estimate of the state in last iteration. 
A parametric MoG approximation q(x; θ
m ) is inferred from the weighted samples ψ using one EM iteration.
6. C new samples x i are generated from the parametric model and combined with old samples.
7. Repeat from step 2 for M layers to simulate a very slow annealing.
8. The global maximum is estimated from the parametric model.
The main novelty of our procedure over APF is twofold.
• We don't discard samples in step 6, and moreover, we use a deep annealing schedule to enable effective search in step 3.
• We use a parametric model in steps 5 & 6 instead of the kernel diffusion density, and obtain the estimate from the parametric form in step 8.
Low level details of the parameter setting can be found in a longer version of the paper [7] . The parameters of our algorithm are η ∈ (0, 1), λ ∈ (0, 1), N 0 , M and C, where η and λ control the annealing schedule and regularization, N 0 is the initial number of samples used by our method, C is the number of mixture components and the number of samples introduced in subsequent layers and M is the number of layers. These parameters are dependent upon the state space dimension d and the density P (x). 
Analysis and comparison

Scaling properties
In this section we analyze how our method scales with the dimensionality, multi-modality and the range of search by comparing it with APF on a simple scalable problem. The problem used for the comparison is to let the two stochastic procedure search for the optimum state in a MoG. Inspired by [1] , we used a generative method to model the MoG used as the search objective. We assume the search objective θ (which is a MoG) to be a random draw from a distribution P (Θ). The distribution P (Θ) is sampled using a generative method i.e., the mixture weights are drawn from a Dirichlet distribution of uniform prior, the inverse covariances are drawn from a Wishart distribution with d dimensional identity as scale matrix and the mean vectors are drawn from a d dimensional Gaussian with a scaled identity matrix (by scale s) as covariance and zero mean.
The variable d, the number of mixture components k and the scale of the covariance s control the dimensionality, multimodality and search range of the objective. We made both the procedures start from the origin of the euclidean space R d and search for the optimum. We considered the difference in the log likelihood between the end state and the start state to be a random variable I (for improvement in the log likelihood) that acts as an indicator of how well the procedure performs. Since the procedures are stochastic in nature we ran the procedure several times on different samples from P (Θ) and considered the mean and standard deviation of I to be indicative of the performance. Figure 4 plots the scaling properties of the proposed method in comparison to the APF. We compared our method to two configurations of APF. The configurations are APF 1000 (M = 5, N = 200) and APF 500 (M = 5, N = 100), where M and N are annealing layers and particles per layer respectively. Our method was configured with 438 samples (438 = N 0 + M * C = 150 + 24 * 12). The mean and standard deviation of the random variable I is plotted against various values of dimension d, components k and scale factor s. Higher mean value of I and lower deviation are better. The result might seem to show that all procedures somehow perform better in higher dimensions and as the range increases, but this is not true. It is caused by the vast change in the log likelihood in higher dimensional Gaussian mixtures and over long search ranges. However, it can be observed that, in all three tests, our method improves the log likelihood better than APF despite using less than 50% of the samples. It either performs as good as or slightly better than APF with regards to the deviation of improvement.
Sensitivity analysis
Both our method, as well as APF, have quite a number of parameters. A standard set of parameters proposed in [4] is used in most studies involving APF [11] . However, how these parameters affect the tracking performance has not been studied. This motivated us to perform sensitivity analysis on the parameters of our own algorithm since it would provide insight into how those parameters affect tracking. We performed this study in the same objective as the previous experiment. The test was performed by varying each parameter η, λ, N 0 , M and C around a small range from the default parameter used in previous test and observing the mean and deviation of the variable I. Figure 5 shows the results of sensitivity analysis. It can be observed that our algorithm is largely insensitive to the initial number of samples N 0 . In fact, it slightly improves as the initial number of samples reduce, which may be understood by analyzing Figure 2 . When the initial number of samples are higher, the search is ineffective since the samples hold back the search procedure until they are annealed to a suitable temperature. Similar observations were made with human pose tracking, suggesting one might reduce the initial number of samples without losing performance.
An increase in the number of annealing layers M improves the performance, this justifies our choice of slow annealing. However it can be observed the deviation shows a slight decreasing trend as the number of layers reduce. We believe this is due to the cumulative effect of the randomness introduced in every layer. Hence a suitable trade-off between the two is necessary. An increase in the number of new samples C introduced in a layer improves the performance, this is expected since when there are more samples the search should be better. A decrease in the parameters η and λ that define the annealing schedule shows an improvement in performance, indicating that the deeper the annealing, the better the performance of the search procedure. This is expected since, as shown in Section 3, a deep annealing schedule is necessary to ensure that the new samples search the state space effectively.
Tracking Results
We compared the proposed method with two configurations of APF. a) 1000 particle configuration with 200 particles per layer and 5 layers b) 500 particle configuration with 100 particles per layer and 5 layers. Our method was configured with 438 samples (N 0 = 150, M = 24, C = 12). We used data from the Human Eva I dataset for the comparison. Table 1 presents the results of the comparison from 6 different video sequences. Each tracking method was executed 10 times on a sequence and the time and ensemble average of the tracking error and the deviation are shown in the Table. We observe that, for all videos except one, our method has the lowest tracking error. Furthermore, the difference is significant for jogging sequences. It is notable that our method reduce despite the fact that it uses half the number of sample, and requires half the runtime as APF 1000. Figure 6 shows the tracked model from all three methods superimposed on images used for tracking. We used the Subject 1 jogging sequence for the figure since, as evident from Table 1 it is the sequence that by a large extent discriminates the three configurations. It can be observed that the tracked output from our method is visibly closer to the Subject.
Conclusion & Future Work
In this paper we described a procedure that improves on APF for tracking a human from a video sequence. Using synthetic examples we demonstrate the critical problems with APF and show how they are overcome by the novel aspects of our procedure, which include reusing samples with a suitably deep annealing schedule, and also by inferring a parametric form from the samples. We then compared the proposed method to APF in a simple scalable problem and show that our method consistently performs better than APF. This was followed by sensitivity analysis showing that our algorithms' performance is largely insensitive to the parameter settings. Finally, we present human pose tracking results using data from the Human Eva I dataset that show the benefit of using our algorithm. We plan to explore techniques to optimally estimate the parameters for tracking and to understand how various attributes like the frame rate and the articulated motion affect the tracking performance. Figure 6 : Qualitative comparison of tracked output on Subject 1 jogging sequence. First, second and third row correspond to APF 500, APF 1000 and PA 438 respectively. The model fit can be observed to be worst for APF 500, better for APF 1000, and best for PA 438.
